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Trade and transport: a new context
Economic context

Asia-Pacific’s share of global GDP is steadily increasing (currently 28%)

Since start of millennium average growth rates in emerging world 
have been three times higher than in developed economies

Due to cash reserves and policy flexibility, growth has not been derailed

Eurozone debt crisis and  sluggish growth in US have slowed Asia-
Pacific growth rates

Asia grows, Asia spends

2020: middle-class in China could be as large as EU population 



Increasing mismatch between transport networks and emerging trade flows

Intra-Asian trade context
(selected trade volumes in US$)

India-China trade 

2001: US$ 2.31 billion
2010: US$ 61.7 billion

ASEAN-China trade

2000: US$ 39.5 billion
2010: US$ 293 billion

ASEAN-India trade

2000: US$ 5.9 billion
2010: US$ 50 billion

Trade and transport: a new context



Life-style based on instant and around-the-clock accessibility

Transport – Trade – Logistics: a symbiotic relationship
From fragmented sector to components in a production process

The supply chain context

Urban-based societies

Countries are becoming outsourcing hubs
Trade globalization

Trade and transport: a new context



The sustainability context

Trade and transport: a new context

Greater affluence will amplify demand

by 2050 freight volumes in non-OECD countries could 
increase by a factor of 4 to 5 compared to 2000 levels while 
passenger mobility could increase by five to six-fold

world already using 50 per cent more resources than the 
earth can provide and by 2030 two planets will not be 
enough to satisfy our needs

Higher income = higher motorization rate

if China/India were to have the same car density than the 
US, a billion vehicles would be added over the next 
decades

over the period 2007-2012, Indonesia, Thailand and 
China topped the chart of annualized growth in car sales

Rapid urbanization

between 2000 and 2050, developing regions could add 
3.2 billion new urban residents

urban areas average roughly 15 times more road length 
per unit area and seven times more vehicles per kilometre 
of road than countryside areas
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Demand for energy set to grow by one-third over 2010-2035
All the net increase in oil demand comes from transport



The Secretary General has made transport one of the six building 
blocks for sustainable development in his Five-Year Action 
Agenda for his second term

The future we want

Better access to goods and services in support of economic and 
social development while at the same time minimizing the 
negative impacts of a rapidly growing transport sector 



Intermodal transport corridors
An inclusive framework

Better access to goods and services in support of economic and 
social development while at the same time minimizing the 
negative impacts of a rapidly growing transport sector 

Opportunities for the region

Put in place efficient intermodal transport

Keep its global economic position

Distribute the benefits of economic prosperity

Develop efficient logistics industry

Reduce transport industry’s carbon foot print

Vision of an international integrated intermodal transport and 
logistics system for the region

Ministerial Conference on Transport – Bangkok, March 2012



Benefits of Dry Ports
Economic benefits

Reduced transport costs reflected in lower prices for traded 
goods

Lower prices for traded goods providing stimulus for trade 
and GDP growth

Investment in facilities is likely to generate other economic 
activities in the vicinity (Dry Ports can grow into SEZs)

Reduced transport cost of moving freight inland by rail rather 
than road



More efficient operation (less congested quay-side)

Greater expansion opportunities

Greater integration of transport into the supply chain

Business benefits

Improved access to seaports

Cheaper logistics

Reduced transport cost of moving freight inland by rail rather 
than road

More efficient access to services (Customs)

Access to additional logistics services (packaging, labelling, 
warehousing)

For industry

For port authorities

For road operators

Less time in congested roads and terminals (greater asset 
utilization)

Reduced cost of road maintenance (through fewer trucks)

Benefits of Dry Ports



Social and environmental benefits

Enhanced employment opportunities

For people in hinterland areas

For port cities

For society

Less road congestion

Better land use opportunities

Reduced GHG through modal shift

Reduced number of road accidents through fewer trucks on 
highways

Reduced congestion on road network

Benefits of Dry Ports



clear strategy ref intermodal development
(incl. public infrastructure funding priorities)

effective partnerships and climate of confidence 
among all stake-holders
(public-private sector partnerships)

convincing business plan
(incl. commodities to be moved, industries to be attracted )

are large and complex

require favourable conditions

reach full maturity over a long period

Master Plan

Lessons learnt
Prerequisites for development 

Features of intermodal facilities

Role of governments



The concept of intermodal facilities is not new
(however few of them compared to requirements)

Integrated transport and logistics is preferable to non-
integrated ones

The concentration of transport and logistics activities in 
larger infrastructures is proving more convenient and 
efficient than smaller facilities

Broad spectrum of actors (national and local planning public 
authorities, transport operators, chambers of commerce, banks, 
industrial associations, etc.)

Success stories are the result of careful planning and 
funding

Th@nk you
www. unescap.org/ttdw/index.asp

Final words
Conclusion 


